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About This Game

Embark on your journey, travel through rifts and restore the balance as the Rift Keeper in this handcrafted 2D roguelite
platformer with challenging, fast-paced action gameplay.
Duty called and the Rift Keeper woke up from his deep slumber. The little town he was summoned was silent as if it's the end. He
opened the church's rusty old door and four old men wearing red robes greeted him with a grim smile. One of the priests stepped
forward and said, "The Gates are open".
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Embark on your journey , travel through 30 different dungeons! Grow powerful as enemies keep getting harder. How
far can you go?
Loot epic gear as you progress through the dungeons. Find new weapons and accessories, grow your power!
Unique enemies to fight with and many more to come!
30 handcrafted dungeons!

Hey! Rift Keeper is our second project. We developed and released Firewood, our first title in 2017. Under the name of
Frymore we are just two friends who always have a big desire to improve ourselves and our games. Rift Keeper was a big step
for us. Hope you have a wonderful journey!
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Title: Rift Keeper
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Frymore
Publisher:
Frymore
Release Date: 14 Jan, 2019
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel i3 equivalent.
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: 460 GTX or equivalent.
Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Turkish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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rift keeper vr. rift keeper game. rift keeper gameplay. rift frost keeper's build. rift keeper pc gameplay. rift keeper pc
Did you like Banished? This is an exact old looking 2D copy.
Just joking.
+ This game is in Early Access and I like it more than other god-like simulations.
- You have nothing to do after like hour.
Pretty good game, I'm waiting for it to be completed.. Love the game but does need a better balance as some elements are taking
it just over the enjoyment aspect which like a lot of gamers is to loose yourself for a couple of hours. It can be quite difficult on
some levels to get even a foothold established in order to make any progress. The energy level of the military mim is too low as
is its AI for the auto setting. There should definately be a difficulty setting and a save function. I would like to see a lot more in
the way of base upgrades which would help establish a start for most levels. Sometimes there are too many challenges at once
making any combination of strategy difficult. On the whole game runs really will with nice graphics just too challenging to be
more enjoyable at the moment.. Nice oldschool RPG :). good graphics, intense fights. Just right up my street.. Are you serious ?
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Pretty nice looking game. Good difficulty curve. I like this DLC not as much for the layout blind and decoys but more for its
great shotguns with various ammo available right away. Player needs to get some XP and shotgun weapon score to have access
to most base game shotguns and ammo, but these are available right away and help tremendously if you're a new player or
replaying missions again for some reason. Hunting geese is also fun, of course, and shotguns can also be used to hunt rabbits. I
actually hunted more rabbits than geese with these shotguns.. After 7.8 hours i'm going to rite a review on this game as it has
been completed.
the game is tricky as it doesn't actually make much sense what you're doing
it got boring fast but I thought i'd play it out and just see if therewas any way of actually enjoying this (there isn't)
it has weird glitches that bring it down a lot
I feel if more time was put into this game it could be improved and made much more interesting to play, it was completed in
less than a day which is a shame and feels like a waste.. This game is a magic
Be sure to play
this is great. can't fault this game. love to play it often enough.
1.12.1 Hotfix, problems about Russian localization.:
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Hey folks!
We've just removed Russian localization for the time being because of some heavy localization errors. Feedback we've received
from our Russian players was that translation is not good enough.. Patch 1.11 is live!:

Dungeons now have multiple exit points to prevent players from getting lost after clearing it!
Increased difficulty modifier from 0.30x to 0.40x.
Increased damage received from ranged enemies. (Archer, Mage etc.)
Increased overall damage of bosses.
Minor bug fixes.
. Patch 1.02 is out!:

Hey folks!
Patch 1.02 is now here!

Slowed text speed to make it more readable.
Fixed localization errors.
Removed air attack. As we figured thanks to all the feedback that it was flawed.
Fixed character running to left or right while using some controllers. (There are still compatibility issues with DS4, PS4
controllers.)
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Minor bug fixes.
. Patch 1.1 is here! Featuring the Talent Tree!:

Hey folks!
Patch 1.1 is now live!
Talent tree : Talent tree will provide players with persistent upgrades. You will need Crimson stones to unlock a talent from the
tree and Crimson stones drop from monsters with %2 chance. Anything you'll unlock from the talent tree will always remain
with you, even if you die.

New talent tree!
Removed the option to remove buffs & debuffs at the altar in town, now they'll stick to Keeper till he dies!
Fixed a bug causing players to get stuck in church at the beginning of the game.
Fixed localization errors.
Minor bug fixes.
. Patch 1.01 is live!:
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Hey folks!
Thanks to everyone for their feedback! Patch 1.01 is live;

Japanese localization is here!
Enemy AI improvements, enemies will now wait for a tiny bit before rushing towards the player.
Improvements to dodge, dodging is now much more viable and the player is invincible to melee attacks while
performing dodge.
Added option to pause screen to lower or increase sound without having to go back to main menu.
DS4 (Playstation 4) controllers are not working as intended as of now. All other controllers(Xbox 360, One, and others
supporting Xinput) should work fine.
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